


COVID-19 and the trade fair industry

What you should be doing right now

Introduction

COVID-19, the new type of coronavirus, has hit many industries completely unexpected. The

trade fair and event industry is probably one of the sectors that has been affected the most by the

current situation. The cancellation of the world's most important mobile communications trade fair,

the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in Barcelona, came as a surprise to many in February. Now,

however, all trade fairs and events have been postponed or even cancelled. Even though this is

the right thing to do in the current situation, it is forcing many companies into taking breaks, which

leads to financial losses and economic damage.

Since the negative consequences of the coronavirus are currently omnipresent, this whitepaper

deals in three parts with how to counteract them and perhaps even gain something positive. It

does not matter whether you are a booth builder or an exhibitor, the contents of this whitepaper

can be applied to every company affected by the current situation

Part 1: Postponements of trade fair – what you need do be doing now

In this part you will learn how to deal with trade fairs that have been postponed. You will be given a

guide to what you should be aware of now in relation to the current situation and how to prepare

best for the summer and autumn months. Why the summer and autumn months? Most of the

replacement dates were set to this period. When you had already planned other trade fairs for this

time, it means you have now twice the planning effort.

Part 2: Making a good use of compulsory breaks

In many companies, postponing and canceling trade fairs and events results in a compulsory

break. This part deals with how you can use the unexpectedly freed up time instead of just waiting

for it to be over.

Part 3: Create alternatives

Cancellations and postponements of trade fairs do not only affect exhibitors, stand builder and

event agencies, but also the people who planned on visiting those events. That is why the last

chapter of this whitepaper deals with the alternative communication channels available to you to

reach your customers.



1 | Postponements: What you need to be doing now

What is currently leading to compulsory breaks in many companies will probably cause a lot of

stress in the summer and autumn months. This is because, in addition to the trade fairs which

are held regularly in summer and autumn, the new dates of many postponed trade fairs such as

the FIBO, the Hanover Messe or the DMEA have now been set for the same period. These

additional dates will lead to an increased planning effort. That is why the first part of this

whitepaper deals with what you should do to reduce stress and prepare for this time in the best

possible way.

The crux of the matter: Get an overview

The most important thing now is that you get an overview. On the one hand, about which trade

fairs are coming up in the future and on the other hand, about what the current status is like at

all. Which trade fairs have been cancelled, which postponed? Have alternative dates already

been announced and if so, when are they? Then you should check whether you already have

other trade fairs in your calendar on the relevant dates. The best thing to do is to create a

calendar or an overview of them and make sure that all those affected and involved by the

changes are aware of them. To avoid having to search for information on postponements and

cancellations on all pages of the organizers, there is an overview of postponements,

rescheduling and cancellations of national and international trade fairs on the AUMA website

(www.auma.de/de/ausstellen/messen-finden/coronavirus-terminaenderungen-von-messen).

Current orders and cancellations

In order to keep the financial losses in the current situation, caused by the coronavirus, as small

as possible, it is extremely important that you take care of the orders concerning the currently

cancelled or postponed trade fairs. You have to take various things into account: Print orders,

logistics services, catering and many more. The faster you act, the greater is the possibility of

reducing costs.

Staff planning

Once you have gained an overview and reviewed your current orders, you need to start planning

to avoid the stress in the future. This starts with planning the personnel. But first, take a look at
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the past or rather present then just looking at the future: which employees were scheduled for the

event? Are they also available on the alternative date or do they perhaps have holidays or other

appointments then? If this is the case, it is important that you take care of new (stand) personnel

early on to avoid bottlenecks. After all, many people are planning their holidays, especially in the

otherwise rather quiet summer months for the trade fair industry. This is definitely an aspect that

you should take into account when planning. It is also important to deal with the topic accordingly in

order to have the understanding of your employees on your side.

Rethink your trade fair concept

The (stand) concept for a trade fair is primarily related to the aim and intention of the trade fair

participation. Since many trade fairs have now been postponed, you should ask yourself again for

each of them whether your stand concept can still be used or makes sense on the later date. In

many cases, rescheduling does not affect the trade fair concept. For example, if you simply want to

generate new leads and appear with a neutral concept, so to speak. But there are also cases in

which the trade fair or stand concept should definitely be revised again. Such a case would be, for

example, if you were at a trade fair that had taken place as planned in mid-March and was now
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postponed to August, and wanted to introduce a new product then. Would you now wait five

months to present the product on the alternative date? Probably not, because this decision would

affect much more than just the planning of a trade fair. In such cases, you would have to think

about an alternative stand concept or, in the worst case, even ask yourself whether it makes sense

to participate in the trade fair on the later date at all.

Note availability

After you have clarified the question of personnel and critically reviewed your trade fair concept

once again, you must ensure that the equipment for your stand is available. This includes furniture,

flooring materials and prints, for example. If there is an overlap with other trade fair dates, you must

ensure that there are no double bookings and that the required equipment is available at the

appropriate time. Unfortunately, this planning can be a very time-consuming and kind of a small-

scale task. However, it is indispensable in order not to upset your customers if you are a booth

builder, or even to avoid standing at an empty booth if you are an exhibitor yourself. Thanks to

digitalization, there are tools to help you with your planning. For example, the Event-Resource-

Management Platform (ERM) from ExpoCloud. ERM supports you, among other things, in article

management; from advertising materials and give-aways to printed products and roll-ups and even

entire trade fair sets - the entire inventory with real-time stock and forecast availability is always

available on call.
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Avoid bottlenecks

Have you got an overview of which equipment is needed when? Then you now know where

bottlenecks might occur in the future. Depending on the type of equipment that is affected by

bottlenecks, there are now different ways of covering your demand. One possibility is, of course, to

order or buy additional quantities for a fee. This way you can be sure that your needs will be

covered and that there will be no bottlenecks during the trade fair. However, a more cost-effective

alternative would be to take advantage of rental offers instead. This makes particular sense if the

bottlenecks that are indicated actually only occur because of the current situation and are an

exceptional situation. In this case it would not make sense to procure new and possibly duplicate

equipment. Rental offers can also be found on the ERM platform, where you can access numerous

items from rental equipment suppliers. If you are looking for a way to cover your needs during

bottlenecks without incurring additional costs, you will need to consider alternatives. Could you

perhaps fall back on another roll-up or replace one exhibition system with another? If so, you do

not necessarily cover 100 percent of your needs, but on the other hand you can keep your costs as

low as possible, which might be critical for some companies after the difficult time right now and

ahead of us.

Inform your customers

You must not forget your customers during the entire planning process for cancelled and

postponed trade fairs. Remember to inform your customers or contacts that the event will not take

place (on the date initially planned). This communication is especially important if you have already

had meetings with interested parties or customers in advance. At best, you should provide

alternatives as quickly as possible, e.g. by offering a call as an alternative. In addition, communicate

the catch-up date and advertise it as usual on all communication channels. More possibilities to

spread your message can be found in the third chapter.

Conclusion

Do not wait for the compulsory break caused by the coronavirus and especially do not

underestimate the summer and autumn months, when, to put it simply, there are twice as many

trade fairs coming up as regularly planned. Therefore, act as quickly and agilely as possible to

reduce costs and minimize planning efforts in the future.
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2 | Making use of the compulsory break

In the first part of this whitepaper you already learned that you should not simply wait out the

compulsory break caused by the coronavirus. You can use this newly gained time by preparing

for the summer and autumn months, in which several more appointments are now due. However,

if you are not or only slightly affected by this, for example because all of your trade fairs that

have been cancelled completely, there are other ways to make good use of the compulsory

break.

Digitize your company

It is probably one of those topics that is particularly keen to be put off: digitization. But it is

probably the very topic that should not be put off. Particularly in the trade fair industry, many see

digitization as an enemy, curse or even the downfall of real trade fairs. This is a big mistake. It

has long been impossible to circumvent or ignore digitization. Instead, we should embrace the

digital revolution and revolutionize the industry with innovative solutions.
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Where is there a need for action?

First, the starting points need to be identified. Where does one start with digital transformation in

the company? Where is the greatest need for action? The most important thing here is:

Digitization is an opportunity to reduce workload and costs. Perhaps you already have a measure

in mind that you have been wanting to implement for a long time and have only lacked the time. If

you don't have any such plans, just ask yourself in which of your processes you could be

supported by digital tools and where you currently see the greatest "analogue" effort. If you are

looking at the digital transformation of your company, don't just think about internal business

processes but think about your customers as well. What do your customers want in the future

and what do they expect from you? In this context, it is especially worthwhile to take a look at

your competitors. What digital solutions do your competitors offer? Which of them seem to work

particularly well? During this compulsory break you have the time to deal with market analysis

and the implementation of new solutions more intensively than before, and you should do so.

Because once the compulsory break and corona crisis is over, the market will be more

competitive than usual. So make sure that your competitors cannot offer your customers what

you can’t.

Agile online systems

One example of digital solutions in the trade fair and event industry are agile online systems.

They are already being used successfully by numerous trade fair constructors and event

agencies and are therefore something that will certainly become standard in the industry in the

near future. These systems are so successful because they represent the operative workflow of

effective event management in a holistic, digital way: planning, execution and analysis. This

makes your work considerably more effective. But increasing effectiveness is all well and good,

but how exactly does the use of such a system make your work more effective? On the one

hand, planning effort and costs are reduced considerably, while on the other hand, the planning

speed increases noticeably. This makes your work much more agile, which is incredibly

important in today's times - dynamics and agility become an absolute survival factor. In order to

be able to demonstrate the concrete advantages of such an online system, we will do so using

the ExpoCloud event resource management platform mentioned in the first part.
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Individual for every company

The modular composition of the Event Resource Management platform allows you to use the tool

individually adapted to you and your company. The modules offer a wide range of functionalities

that provide you and your customers with the best possible support in all phases of event

management: Planning, execution, analysis. You have the option of using the modules

individually or together to achieve the best possible effects and to use the results of each phase

in the next phase to optimize processes.

Supports planning

The support of the ERM platform begins already in the planning phase of a trade fair or event

with Studio. Studio is a 3D configurator that can be used to virtually assemble trade fair stands -

from furniture and floors to individual graphics. Thus, an individual stand concept can be created

quickly and easily, using your own furniture or rental equipment from various partners.
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Supports execution

After you have used Studio to create a stand concept for yourself or your customers in the

planning phase, ERM also supports you in the next phase of event management. Using the

online ordering platform, your customers can now order the previously created stand quickly

and easily. But of course only if the appropriate resources are available. ERM facilitates this with

its integrated warehouse management, which was already briefly touched on in the first part of

this white paper. It shows you the real-time requirements for all your resources and the forecast

availability of these resources. This point is therefore particularly important in the stressful phase

caused by the increased load in summer and autumn months.

Supports analysis

ERM also supports you in the final phase of event management. But is it the last phase? Not

really, because “after the trade fair is before the trade fair” and, if you do it right, the three

phases are just one cycle, one rotation of a flywheel, which stores the energies or results of each

phase and uses them in such a way that the effort to be made in the future is reduced. With the

analysis of one event, one will be prepared for the planning of the next event with suggestions

for improvement of the concept. The analysis phase is therefore indispensable for successful

event management. This is where the success of the event is controlled and analyzed. Here, too,

digital tools offer massive support. Because unlike in the past, when the success of live

communication was assessed based on statements such as "We had many interesting

conversations", tools such as event metrics provide you with concrete figures that provide

information about visitor behavior.

Number of visitors at your trade fair

and stand, their length of stay and the

percentage of returning visitors. This

allows you to measure the success of

events for you and your customers,

analyse your stand concepts and then

evaluate them. Using that information

you can optimize and improveme your

next events.
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Conclusion

Digitalization is inevitable and affects each and every one of us. This is not a curse, however, but 

rather an opportunity. Many processes are being simplified and, more importantly, new 

opportunities and potential are being created. Work will become more agile and flexible all 

round, which as is becoming evident again right now is a top priority. The current, initially 

negatively connoted forced break due to the corona virus offers us the opportunity to take the 

pace out of this fast-moving business a little and transform ourselves digitally in order to be 

optimally positioned for the future.
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3 | Create alternatives

In the first two parts of this white paper, the focus was on the financial loss caused by the

postponement and cancellation of fairs. But it is important - especially when cancelling events -

to keep the lost contacts and conversations in mind. After all these also have an impact on the

economic success of your company. This chapter therefore presents alternatives to a cancelled

event. It should be said however, that these alternatives unfortunately cannot make up for the

loss of the trade fair but can only reduce it.

Online exhibitions

Real fairs are cancelled due to the risk of infection, but this risk does not apply to online fairs. For

online trade fairs, you send the "organizers" all the information about your company and

products that are relevant for the "visitors". This information is then published on a page that is

sent, together with a newsletter, to a large mailing list of potential interested parties. This way,

the possibility remains that even people outside your company can become aware of your

products and company. An example of this is the haustec.de online trade fair. Unfortunately, as

with the other alternatives, the advantages of real trade fairs do not apply to online trade fairs.

Personal contact not possible, just like the opportunity to experience a product with all senses.

(Video-)Calls

This alternative is obvious. Are there any customers or contacts who absolutely wanted to talk to

you or who perhaps had already made an appointment with you at the fair? Do not leave these

customers hanging in the air. Of course, personal contact is much more effective, but a (video)

phone call is better than nothing. So invite these contacts to call you to talk about the issues you

wanted to address at the fair.
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Livestreaming

Livestreaming is not a good alternative for every exhibitor. However, depending on the trade fair

concept it can be a good way to get your message out into the world. An example of this would

be the following: You are a game developer and wanted to present your new game at a trade fair.

But this has now been cancelled. From a marketing point of view, it would not be advisable to

simply put the game on sale. You should provide an alternative communication measure with

which you can present your product. And here is an example of a live streaming. Let one of your

employees play the game and stream it. Announce the livestream beforehand via your

communication channels (newsletter, social media etc.) to get as much attention as possible for

yourself and your product.

Webinars

Webinars also aren’t suitable for every purpose. But this too could be a good platform to

introduce a new product or service. If you are a software manufacturer and wanted to

demonstrate new software at a trade fair, you could now do this in a webinar. Webinars are

seminars that are either available recorded on the Internet or can be streamed live. This way you

can give interested parties an insight into your software. With live webinars, viewers can also ask

questions directly - it's still no substitute for a real trade fair, but at least it's an approach to real

dialogue.
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Conclusion

Admittedly, the possibilities mentioned above do not really represent a satisfactory alternative to

real trade fairs. Because the ultimate added value of live communication is real contact and an

experience of products and services with all senses. However, this is not possible at the moment

due to the risk of infection by the coronavirus. We as a society have to accept this, because it is

the responsibility, we have towards each of our fellow human beings. Nevertheless, from an

economic point of view, this does not mean that we just have to wait until everything gets better

again; from an entrepreneurial point of view, that would be anything but advisable. That's why we

have to make good use of the time available to us, and I hope that this whitepaper has provided

you with some input and good starting points.
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More information can be found on www.expocloud.com
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